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Introduction

With the advances in science and technology, competencies and qualities required in individuals as the building stones of a society also change. The change in qualities required in individuals in the modern world has naturally an impact on the approach to education and the use of different methods and techniques in teaching-learning processes becomes important.

The thought system related to knowledge and knowing has begun to change with the contemporary teaching methods, and the ability to access knowledge or to use knowledge has gained more importance rather than knowing knowledge (Çalışkan, 2008). Since the fact the teacher describes a course only by using the direct instruction method in the traditional learning environments allows a learning environment, where the teacher is active and the student is passive, the students do not find an environment to apply any information learnt by the student and a possibility to structure such information and the effective learning environment is not provided (Unal & Akpinar, 2006). In the field of education, the traditional learning methods have been replaced by the new methods, techniques, strategies and approaches, and the methods and techniques, in which students have active roles and which ensures interpreting and configuring knowledge with mental activities instead of directly taking them, have become usable.

An effective science education can be achieved by ensuring meaningful learning and internalization of concepts rather than encouraging students to memorization. Because knowledge learned by memorizing shall not be remembered for a long time, and it shall adversely affect learning of new concepts (Maskan & Maskan, 2007). Ayas (1995) argues that science has great importance in development of the countries, and for this reason, different approaches are experienced in development and application of science teaching programs. The main purpose of the curriculum of science courses is to train all students in science literacy regardless of their individual differences. According to the educational program of science courses, audiovisual aids used in education with a learning objective which is one of these aids is one of the most effective ways to ensure permanent learning (Köklikaya, 2015).

The research aims to determine the experiences and views of the science pre-service teachers on the use of the science stories. In this research, among other qualitative research types, phenomenology research was used to obtain data. The research has been carried out with 71 pre-service teachers studying in the science education program of education faculty. The data has been analyzed based on the content analysis technique. The views of the pre-service teachers on the use of stories in science courses have been categorized under 6 themes. It has been concluded that teaching science with stories shall contribute to knowledge and competencies of both teachers and students, the science courses shall become more entertaining, joyful and interesting. In addition, it has been emphasized that creativity of students shall develop in the story composition process, their imagination shall increase, they shall configure their knowledge associating it with the daily life, meaningful learning shall be ensured by concretizing mostly abstract science subjects and concepts through stories, and a learning environment to ensure memorability of knowledge shall be prepared.
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methods, techniques and approaches for a more quality education-teaching process in science courses (Ayyaci & Şenel Çoruhlu, 2009).

Another method consisting of the practical activities that can be effectively used in order to enable students to configure knowledge and interpreting it by using in daily life is the narration method (Akcay, Ozyurt & Akcay, 2014). The narratives that can be used in other fields as well as in science and have an important place in the inner world of the individual since childhood affect learning positively (Milne, 1998). The stories have become one of the most frequently used educational methods in daily life from past to present. Many researchers have supported the use of stories and storytelling both as a strong and also as an entertaining tool to explain science in a convincing way to people (Avraamidou & Osborne 2009; Negrete & Lartigue 2010; Dahlstrom, 2014; Kaplan & Dahlstrom 2017; Martinez-Conde & Macknik 2017; as cited in Kirby 2018).

Strauss (2006) defines a story as a narrative of a real, fictional, or mythical event. The tales develop a fictional world for students as directed by new heroes (Ødegaard, 2003). Story has been described by Oğuzkan (1987) as "short texts narrating a realistic event experienced by several persons at a certain time and place or drawing the character of some people and often making up of just a few pages". Stories can be handled as narrative, fiction and literary text. Fictional texts vary from other text types with their characteristics such as form, content, fiction, narration, metaphor, etc. (Dilidüzgün, 2003). According to Sever (2003), the text should address students in terms of age, interest and need, and students’ imaginary and emotion world should be in harmony with the content pattern of texts. In addition to these, “the messages that could affect students negatively should not contain violence, pessimism, etc.” The studies on multiple writing activities carried out in science courses contain the multiple writing types such as writing stories, letters, poems, reports, explanations, diary on the subject, preparing brochures, posters, diagrams and concept maps. Studies have been performed on these types of writing activities at home (Akyol & Dikici, 2009; Çardak, 2010; Duru & Gürdal, 2002; Günel, Atila, & Bıyıkkasap, 2009 and abroad Akkuş, Günel, & Hand, 2007; Hand, Hohenshell & Prain, 2004; Hohenshell & Hand, 2006; Mason & Boscola, 2000 (as cited in Akçay, Ozyurt, & Akçay, 2014).

While writing the tales to be used in courses, teachers should prepare their main ideas, the lists of concepts or facts, stir their in a creative style by choosing specific places, events and heroes (Saban, 2001). Stories issued in a way, in which students shall enjoy learning as much as possible and develop positive attitudes, make up good methods to use while narrating about the concepts and inter-conceptual relations (Demircioğlu, Demircioğlu, & Ayas, 2006). The listener is often in a passive position in use of story in education. Although the listener is in a passive position, he/she can perform learning at the level of understanding and comprehension. However, the individual writing the story learns his/her story and the lesson (knowledge) embedded in the story more permanently. In this way, higher level cognitive learning such as synthesis and assessment can be performed (Turgut & Kışla, 2015). Tales also help us connect with our previous knowledge, and accordingly, it strengthens our memory (Schank 1990). Consequently, well-prepared tales are remembered by learners (Lowenthal & Dunlap, 2010). In this context, the tale narration method can help facilitate learning, and make such learning permanent. Teachers may require their students to create stories in line with certain limitations according to the learning needs of their students and the nature of the subject to be narrated. The fact that the students are involved in tale creation, narration and within the tale itself allows them to be involved in a learning-teaching process, in which they form and configure their learning themselves. As they think about the subject and evaluate it on their own, effective learning is achieved. In addition, the ability of students to think, evaluate and criticize also develops (Uluğ, 2004). Thanks to the tales, courses become more interesting and enjoyable. Tingöy, Güneşer, Öngün, Demiraga and Koroğlu (2006) argue that narration allows the students to interact as listeners or narrators, and in both cases, narration encourages the students to increase their listening, reading and comprehension abilities (as cited in Duman & Göcen, 2015). The story activities enable children to solve problems, demonstrate their imagination, develop their creativity, and reflect their inner world experiences (Zembat & Zülfikar, 2006). Stories enable teachers to bring humanistic aspects into the science classroom. Moreover, stories can also be used to create controversies in the classroom as a good story contains also a conflict situation in which the protagonist has to make a crucial decision (Heering, 2014). Researches indicate that stories do not just support the child’s language development, but also affect social development positively (Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer, & Lowrance, 2004; Morris, Taylor & Wilson, 2000).

Osborne (1997) claims that there are many strategies that can be used by science teachers in classrooms. One of these strategies is story-telling. Stories are one of the strongest tools that can potentially be used when teaching science. There are many benefits for science teachers in using stories as an alternative tool in the learning-teaching process (Kumari, 2014).
When the literature studies on use of stories in science courses are examined, in their studies, Orçan and İnceç (2016) have stated that science fiction stories developed with comic book technique in physics teaching are effective in development of students' creative thinking skills. In their studies on purposes of story-based teaching program, explanatory stories and use of the chemical stories in the learning environment, Demircioglu, Demircioglu, and Ayas (2006) have concluded that the chemical stories increase students' willingness to learn and carry out meaningful learning. In Tao's (2002) research conducted with the 7-year-old students, it has been seen that the scientific stories are handled as an explanatory story-telling method, and its effect especially on the opinions on the nature of science has been researched. At the end of his research, the researcher stated to have observed that the students were highly influenced by the scientific tales, and that their views on its nature have changed. Ayvacı and Şenel-Çoruhlu (2009) have examined the effect of the explanatory story-telling method in correcting the misconceptions on physical and chemical change subjects. Erten, Kiray, and Şen-Gümüş (2013) have aimed to determine the scientist image through scientific narration method. Çıralı and Usluel (2015) have researched the effect of digital story-telling method on students' visual memory and writing skills. Bostan Sarıoğlan (2014) has examined the relationship between pre-service teachers' high cognitive abilities and their scientific stories writing abilities. Mutonyi (2016) has researched the effects of stories, proverbs, and anecdotes on configuring scientific concepts. The results obtained from this research are important in understanding the nature of education. The purpose of this research is to determine the experiences and views of the science pre-service teachers on the use of the stories created as part of有机 chemistry courses in science courses.

Methodology of Research

General Background

This research focuses on the original stories that pre-service teachers create about organic chemistry and on how these stories can be used in their teaching profession. Within this framework the experiences that pre-service teachers have during the process of creating stories are considered to be important. A research has been conducted in qualitative design employing phenomenology approach. Phenomenology focuses on the human experiences that this reality brings about in order to understand the social reality. A phenomenological study is based on concentrating on how people describe something they experience and how they experience (Merriam, 2013, Patton, 2014). Phenomenology provides a wide range of ideas about how we can interpret and examine experiences (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). According to Moustakas (1994) in phenomenology what is experienced about a phenomenon and what kinds of context or situation affect the experience about this phenomenon are studied (as cited in Cresswell, 2007).

In this context, experiences related to phenomena are inquired (Ersoy, 2016), and here, the way how people experience the relevant phenomena is described in a methodological, elaborate and in-depth manner, and the perceptions and meanings they develop through their experiences are attempted to be understood (Patton, 2014). This research has also accepted the phenomena attempted to be examined in-depth as science teaching together with the stories and tried to determine the experiences and views of the science pre-service teachers on the use of the stories created as part of organic chemistry courses in science courses.
Research Group

The research has been carried out with 71 pre-service teachers, who study in the science education program of a faculty of education in a city located in the Central Anatolian region of Turkey and learn General Chemistry IV (Organic Chemistry) course. Research groups are in the faculty of education founded twenty-one years ago which currently has 2500 students and 92 professors in a university with a history of 50 years which currently has approximately 35000 students. On the other hand, the department of science education programme has been available since the faculty of education was founded. Therefore, it is possible to claim that the research groups are in a well-established and experienced institution. Teaching science inherently includes multidisciplinary and a wide variety of courses. One of these courses is General Chemistry IV (Organic chemistry). This research was conducted with the focus on this course. As there were 71 students enrolled in this course at the time of this research, 71 pre-service teachers participated in this research.

The participants of the research have been determined according to the convenient sampling method, one of the purposeful sampling methods. All pre-service teachers were willing to and volunteered to participate in the research. 18 of the volunteers were male, 53 were female and the age range was 19-20. These teacher candidates, who participated voluntarily in the research, are required to give a statement that they participated voluntarily and intentionally in the research, and a written commitment is given to the teacher candidates that any information and documents obtained from them shall not be shared with the third parties, shall be used only in this research. The parties have mutually signed these documents. Furthermore, the researcher has taken all kinds of precautions to ensure that all information and documents that may reveal the participants' personal information are secured and that they are not disclosed to the wrong person.

Collecting of Data

Firstly, at the beginning of the research, a sample course has been lectured with a story for the pre-service teachers in the organic chemistry course. Afterwards, a presentation containing sample stories and related to the story creation process has been performed for the pre-service teachers, and the pre-service teachers have been given a 3-week period to create sample stories to be used in teaching organic chemistry subjects. These stories prepared by the pre-service teachers have been collected from them after the required examination, arrangement and classification, and they have been used as “documents and papers” for the data of this research. In addition to this, the experiences of the pre-service teachers in creating the sample stories and their views on this have been obtained through a survey consisting of open-ended questions. This form prepared by the researcher has been applied after it has been shaped by the views and suggestions of the field experts.

Analysis of Data

The raw data obtained from the surveys and documents have been analyzed and interpreted using the “content analysis technique” (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005). In the research, firstly, the answers given to each question have been brought down. Following breakdown of the data, the themes have been accessed through the answers given to the questions by the pre-service teachers. In this context, the views of the pre-service teachers on the use of stories in science courses have been categorized under 6 themes including “entertaining and enjoyable”, “increasing imagination and creative thinking”, “better understanding and catchy”, “interesting”, “abstract-to-concrete”, “associating with the daily life”. The themes obtained have been broached to two field experts, who are competent in qualitative research, and a consistency study has been conducted. Afterwards, agreements and disagreements have been fixed, and reliability of the research has been determined using the reliability formula of Miles and Huberman: P(Consensus percentage)=Na(Agreement)/Na(Agreement)+Nd(Disagreement)x100. It has been determined that the harmony between the experts' and the researcher's evaluations is 93%. As this value is over 90, accordingly, it has been accepted that a high degree of reliability has been achieved. In addition, students' views have been directly and frequently cited in order to increase the internal reliability and validity of the research findings.
Results of Research

In this research, which has been carried out to determine the stories by the science pre-service teachers in the organic chemistry course and their views on the use of the story in the science courses, a result of the stories created, the findings obtained from the data have been explained with examples of stories, figures and direct citations from the students’ statements.

The story created by one of the pre-service teachers in the organic chemistry course is presented below as an example.

Organic Compounds at School

On one Monday, Sude does not want to go to the school. However, she has to. Because her teacher has told that he/she is going to teach a very important subject. When Sude goes to the school, she sees that many organic compounds, which she does not know, are written on board in the classroom. All of them have names below. She wonders how these names are assigned. Later on, the teacher comes to the classroom. He/she says that the subject to teach today is naming alkenes, which are among organic chemical compounds. He/she explains that the alkenes are made up of carbon and hydrogen atoms, and it is identified with the general formula “C_H_{2n+2}”, where n represents the number of carbon atoms. And then he/she makes students write a lot of rules about naming the alkenes. Sude does not understand how these rules will be applied. At that very moment, the school bell rings to end the course, and she goes home as it is the last course.

When she comes home, her mother realizes that Sude is said. She tells her mother that she did not understand today’s subject, cannot use and remember its rules. Her mother suggests her daughter another way so that she can understand it. Let’s think of naming the organic compounds as a game. There are rules for naming just as the games have. Sude tries to dramatize the naming rules. Sude considers every carbon as a child, every hydrogen as a baby doll and names the alkyl groups like methyl 1 child, ethyl 2 child. Firstly, she chooses the most crowded one among the lined-up children. Because she knows that when it is crowded, the game will be more enjoyable. Children, who do not participate in the game, should get the minimum score. For this reason, they give them the smallest number value. When naming is considered in this way, it gets easier for her and thanks her mother. Now, Sude impatiently waits for the school day.

The views of the science pre-service teachers on the use of stories in science courses have been evaluated and categorized under themes. As is shown in Figure 1, the views of the pre-service teachers on the use of stories in science courses have been categorized under 6 themes including entertaining and enjoyable, increasing imagination and creative thinking, better understanding and catchy, interesting, abstract-to-concrete, associating with the daily life.

Entertaining and Enjoyable

When the views of the science pre-service teachers on the use of stories in science courses are examined, some sample statements (T1, T6, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16, T17, T18, T19, T20, T21, T22, T23, T24, T25, T26, T27, T28, T29, T30, T31, T32, T33, T34, T35, T36, T37, T38, T39, T40, T41, T42, T43, T44, T45, T46, T47, T48, T49, T50, T51, T52, T53, T54, T55, T56, T57, T58, T59, T60, T61, T62, T63, T64, T65, T66, T67, T68), in which the pre-service teachers identify the use of stories in science courses as “entertaining and enjoyable”, are presented below.

“...I think that the tale creation activities will make a great contribution to my teaching abilities. Because storifying any information to make it more entertaining rather than telling it in a straightforward way increases the interest of students on the course, and allows that information to be kept in the memory for a longer period of time...” (T10)

“...By designing such tales for my students, I can make them learn in an enjoyable way and make them like the course...” (T18)

“...I think that the tale creation activities will make the courses enjoyable, and it brings in lecturing ability in an instructive method, and it will be an activity that will make the students like the course indicating that course is not something made up of theoretical information...” (T19)

“...While I created this tale, I thought about how I can explain this subject in an easier way and make it more enjoyable so that my students can like the course...” (T23)

“...I am sure that particularly starting the courses with such stories makes the course more entertaining by attracting students’ attention far better...” (T24)

“...This is a teaching method, which I will be able to use in my future teacher career to make my students learn by enjoying...” (T26)
The pre-service teachers have stated that teachers will make science courses entertaining by giving a lecture using stories in their careers. In their statements, the pre-service teachers have expressed that an entertaining course with students will make learning easier, arouse curiosity, increase the memorability of knowledge, and increase the interest and attitude of the students on the course by making it easier. It is seen in the statements of the science pre-service teachers that lecturing in an entertaining way by using stories in science courses make contributions on lecturing abilities and teaching abilities, and that they will use the stories in science courses in the future when they become teachers.

Increasing Imagination and Creative Thinking

Another theme formed based on the statements of the science pre-service teachers on the use of stories in science courses is the theme “Increasing imagination and creative thinking”. In their statements, the science pre-service teachers (T1, T4, T6, T8, T9, T11, T12, T13, T16, T17, T22, T32, T43, T44, T47, T49, T58, T60, T65, T71) have expressed that the use of stories in courses increases imagination and brings in creative thinking ability.

“…I think that writing stories helps me activate my imagination in order to put forward a creative idea…” (T4)
“…You needed to have information, have imagination and think in order to write a story. I have thought about how I can create different points of view, I think that my imagination has developed thanks to this…” (T8)
“…I have seen how much I can use my imagination …” (T9)
“…Although many other stories come to my mind when I write a story, selecting the most convenient one develops imagination ability…” (T11)
“…Giving a lecture, which I have command, by using imagination and storifying it has made me think that if I explain a subject that my students cannot understand in the future by using this method, it will be more permanent and effective…” (T44)
The pre-service teachers have stated that while creating stories, they transfer their knowledge to their students with a different point of view by using their creativity and imagination and emphasized the importance of imagination while creating stories.

"...I did not like writing stories much and did not think in a creative way, but now I think in a wider perspective, it has contributed to my creative thinking ability..." (T6)

"...My multilateral thinking ability has developed, and I have overcome the prejudice that I cannot ever write stories and I have a very poor imagination..." (T16)

"...The story I have written has made me think in some more creative way. Because writing this story means creating something in your mind, and writing it down based on this creation process. Although I am not very good at these subjects, it helped me force my mind and brain. It was a good experience for me to write this story..." (T32)

Prior to the story creation process, the pre-service teachers were seen to be prejudiced about, did not like and felt themselves insufficient in writing stories, however, following the story creation process, they have stated that it contributes to creative and multifaceted thinking, they have realized their imagination, and in this context, writing stories has become a good experience for them.

"...In the future, I may make my students write stories. This will develop their imagination..." (T12)

"...As I have developed my own imagination, I think that I will also develop my students’ imaginations by transferring this to them..." (T43)

"...I have thought that the subject will be understood much better by entering the imaginary world of children and telling about the hydrocarbons, which actually seem to be very complex, in a story..." (T47)

"...Describing the incomprehensible subjects with representations makes them more comprehensible. For this reason, storifying the subjects that we cannot understand will certainly make it easier to comprehend the subject. This is a more useful method for the primary school students. Since their imagination is more advanced, it is easy for them to imagine it and thus, it is understood better..." (T60)

The science pre-service teachers participating in the research have stated that in their career, they will apply teaching with stories in science courses, make their students write stories, this will contribute to development of their imaginations, the complex subjects will be simplified by way using imaginations through stories, and the courses will become more understandable.

Better Understanding and Catchy

The science pre-service teachers participating in the research have stated that teaching science with stories has a positive effect on better understanding the subjects and concepts, and also on their memorability (T1, T2, T3, T6, T7, T9, T10, T11, T13, T14, T15, T16, T17, T18, T19, T22, T23, T24, T28, T29, T32, T33, T35, T37, T38, T39, T40, T44, T45, T46, T47, T50, T51, T55, T56, T57, T59, T60, T61, T62, T63, T65, T68, T69, T71).

"...It is important to create a tale. Ultimately, the age range we will teach is very convenient for this, I may have difficulties in explaining children some tough subjects or the children may not understand them at all. At that very point, it can be very useful for me to explain the subject with stories..." (T3)

"...I think that the tale creation activities will make a great contribution to my teaching abilities. Because storifying any information to make it more entertaining rather than telling it in a straightforward way increases the interest of students on the course, and allows that information to be kept in the memory for a longer period of time..." (T10)

"...I think that it would be more memorable to tell the students something in different ways by storifying them rather than only by way of presentation. For this reason, it is more logical to explain the students hardly memorable topics in a way to attract interest of them..." (T16)

"...While creating my story I formed an opinion that this method can be used as well so that the subjects become more memorable for the students. By designing such tales for my students, I can make them learn in an enjoyable way and make them like the course..." (T18)

"...I have seen that if the hard and complicated subjects are explained or lectured by storifying them, both apparent and more memorable knowledge shall be achieved..." (T33)
“...I think that when an incomprehensible subject or a new subject is explained to students by creating a story, it shall be more memorable...” (T56)

The pre-service teachers have stated that in the courses to be lectured using the stories, the stories make the courses more interesting and entertaining as compared to the straight narrative style, and that, thanks to this, knowledge of the students will be more memorable.

“...The most important task of the stories is to maintain, transfer and disperse thoughts, and to this end, the tale I have written has enabled me to command on the subject...” (T28)

T28 has expressed that it is necessary to think much while writing, thus, it enables to maintain thoughts and it is possible to apply through writing in teaching science.

“...It has become good experience to rescue the course from boredomness in the future by telling a catchy story while lecturing...” (T19)

“...I think that when I become a teacher, I will ensure my students to learn in an easier and entertaining way by storifying the hard subjects with story creation activity and to make the subjects catcher through stories...” (T37)

“...I have visual intelligence, imagining and storifying things provides me with memorability. I can say that it is what I have needed so far. I have realized my imagination and creativity, which shall be useful both for me and for my students...” (T65)

The science pre-service teachers have the opinion that when they become teachers in the future, they shall give lectures to their students in a catcher way and without getting bored.

“...I think that the subject will be catcher when the teacher explains the abstract things by concretizing or in a way as the student can imagine. I think that it will help me make the complicated subjects more concrete and make the knowledge I teach more permanent. Perhaps the story creation activity will save me from being exposed to the phrase “Our teacher knows the subject well, but she cannot explain anything...” (T39)

In his/her statement, T39 has emphasized that just having knowledge is not sufficient, the important thing is that this knowledge is explained in a way and through as the students can understand it.

Interesting

Some of the pre-service teachers participating in the research (T1, T2, T10, T13, T14, T16, T19, T23, T25, T30, T31, T34, T35, T36, T44, T47, T48, T52, T57, T68, T70) have the opinion that using such activities in courses in teaching science with stories increases interest to the course.

“...As using the direct instruction technique with our students makes the subject boring, it decreases interest to the course. For this reason, I think that preparing the subjects in stories will be a plus for us when we become teachers in the future, as we have already learned about it...” (T2)

“...I think that the tale creation activities will make a great contribution to my teaching abilities. Because storifying any information to make it more entertaining rather than telling it in a straightforward way increases the interest of students on the course, and allows that information to be kept in the memory for a longer period of time...” (T10)

“...The story creation activity ensures me to develop my abilities such as conceptual organization, effective communication, sufficient content knowledge, expression uniformity, and most importantly, my attraction getting abilities. Consequently, the activity becomes both entertaining and educational by ensuring the students to focus on the course...” (T34)

The statements of the pre-service teachers indicate that story writing in science will make great contributions to them in their careers. They have stated that their teaching abilities have increased, and conceptual organization, effective communication, expression uniformity, and most importantly, attraction getting abilities have developed. They have also stated that interest of students to the course shall increase thanks to stories.
“…I think that it would be more memorable to tell the students something in different ways by storifying them rather than only by way of presentation. For this reason, it is more logical to explain the students hardly memorable topics in a way to attract interest of them…” (T16)

“…Interesting methods should be found in order to transfer the acquisitions at the knowledge level to the children. I think that storifying is one of these methods…” (T30)

“…It will be easier to adapt the students to the course by decreasing to their level, and consequently, its interesting side of narration will not bother the children…” (T44)

“…Giving a lecture in a way attracting attention of students and arouse curiosity among students will make the course interesting and entertaining…” (T52)

“…If I explain the courses with stories when necessary, the course will be very entertaining. When my students listen to the courses in a willing and interesting way, they will never forget that subject…” (T68)

T1 has stated that teaching science with stories shall contribute not only to science courses but also to the interdisciplinary students, the interest of students to literature will increase by way of writing stories.

“…I think that it will help increase interest of children to literature, although it is not related to our field. I think that this method is a quite effective method…” (T1)

Abstract-to-Concrete

Some of the science pre-service teachers (T4, T8, T16, T22, T29, T32, T39, T66) have stated that the abstract concepts that we encounter in the science subjects can be lectured with stories by way of concretizing.

“…We know that learning level or course perception level, level of concretizing abstract concepts and their problems experienced vary. For this reason, I can start story creation activities with my students having such problems and try to provide equivalent learning…” (T4)

“…When we become teachers, we will have to tell and transfer something to the students. However, the things that we will tell will not be concrete all the time, but we will also tell about abstract things. Thanks to narration, we can help the children understand more easily by imitating the abstract things to concrete ones…” (T8)

“…If we consider that we will give lectures to the primary school students, we can decrease to the level of these students thanks to narration. Or I think that it will enable us to tell about the abstract events in an easier and permanent way by concretizing…” (T22)

“…If the teacher tells about an abstract subject by way of concretizing, it will be more memorable for the students. He/she can do that in an entertaining way by way of narration. The students can both entertain and learn the complicated subjects. In this way, it will be more memorable…” (T29)

“…I think that trying to instruct a subject to my students with more concrete things will be more effective and memorable for them, and at the same time, this narration activity will make the course more entertaining and fascinating…” (T32)

“…I think that the subject will be catcher when the teacher explains the abstract things by concretizing or in a way as the student can imagine. I think that it will help me make the complicated subjects more concrete and make the knowledge I teach more permanent. Perhaps the story creation activity will save me from being exposed to the phrase “Our teacher knows the subject well, but she cannot explain anything…” (T39)

In the statements of the pre-service teachers specified under this headline, it is expressed that it shall be an effective method to concretize the abstract concepts in teaching science by using stories. It has been emphasized that in this way, the students shall have a more effective and memorable learning in a more entertaining and fascinating course environment.

Associating with the Daily Life

The statements of the pre-service teachers (T14, T17, T22, T46, T55) on “associating with the daily life”, the last theme formed based on the statements of the pre-service teachers on the use of stories in teaching science, are presented below.

“…I think that I enable the students to understand better and I develop them by attracting their attention by combining the daily life with the course through story creation activity…” (T14)
“...As pre-service teachers, we can make the courses more understandable both through the real life and such stories. The knowledge and ability level of the students can be developed more...” (T17)

“...Writing the story, I got influenced by many things happening around me. I think that I have written a different story thanks to my sibling's book, vegetables in the kitchen, advertisements on TV and similar events...” (T22)

“...When the children do not understand the subject, we can instruct them by performing such different applications. The more you associate a subject with the normal life, the more it will contribute to the students...” (T46)

“...if we perform more association and adaptation with the daily life by way of writing stories, and provide the students with the real-life stories related to the subject, I believe that we will receive very useful results...” (T47)

The pre-service teachers have emphasized that the subjects are associated with the daily through teaching with stories, and they constitute a bridge between theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge, and consequently, these concepts and subjects become more understandable and interesting. They have pointed out that associating with the daily life shall make positive contributions to learning, and it shall develop students' knowledge and abilities.

Discussion

As a result of this research, the views of the science pre-service teachers on the use of stories in organic chemistry courses and their views on the use of story in the science courses a result of the stories created have been evaluated and categorized under themes. The views of the pre-service teachers on the use of stories in science courses have been categorized under 6 themes including “entertaining and enjoyable”, “increasing imagination and creative thinking”, “better understanding and catchy”, “interesting”, “abstract-to-concrete”, “associating with the daily life”.

Under the “entertaining and enjoyable” theme, the pre-service teachers have expressed that they shall use stories in their careers, and through this method, the science courses shall be more entertaining, the interest and attitude of the students on the course shall increase. The story telling method is one of the methods that have frequently been applied in many areas of education for very long years. Considering the fact that stories are loved by children (Rose, 2017), it is almost certain that lessons given through stories would create a fun learning environment.

One of the most important reasons of this is that the stories have an entertaining part. The students learn in an active way in an entertaining learning environment (Gölcük, 2017). In a similar research, although the students see it as an entertainment opportunity without realizing that they learn new concepts while having joy, they have understood that they have internalized the scientific events thanks to the stories, and that the stories have a teaching effect. It has been seen that the scientific stories make a significant difference on learning process of the students (Akarsu, Kariper & Coşkun, 2015).

Educational sciences have long used stories as an educational tool. Evidence demonstrates that not only an interesting and intriguing story itself but also using this technique supports learning and remembering (Rose, 2017). The science pre-service teachers participating in the research have stated that they shall improve the lecturing abilities giving lectures in an entertaining way by using stories in science courses, and that when they become teachers, they will apply teaching with stories in science courses. Although the use of stories in teaching science was theoretically justified by Bruner (1985, 1991 in the past, it is not used in a widespread fashion in teaching science. However, it is believed that the unique qualities of stories can positively contribute when teaching science. As a result of their research, Kariper and Coşkun (2015) have stated that teaching with stories has brought in the teachers a new perspective, and that it has affected the classroom environment in a positive way. The studies conducted also indicate that learning with joy affects the education-training process in a positive way.

In the statements of the pre-service teachers under the “increasing imagination and creative thinking” theme, the pre-service teachers have stated that while creating stories, they transfer their knowledge to their students with a different point of view by using their creativity and imagination and emphasized the importance of imagination while creating stories. Creativity is a way of thinking and it is closely related to imagination. In fact, each individual has his own unique creative qualities. However, these qualities should be improved using various ways. Creativity has always been a source of wonder and joy. It will also be an important factor in schools in the future therefore creative skills of young people should be improved (Gibson, 2005). Creativity has been defined as “Being sensitive against problems, malfunctions, lack of knowledge, lost elements, inadaptability, seeking solutions for difficulty and foretelling” (Özden, 2003; Torrance, 1966). The stories develop imagination of the students with its transfusion characteristic (Egan, 1992; Yakinci, Almiş, & Kavruk, 2012). Therefore, storytelling activities in schools can contribute both to the development of imagination and creativity of students. According to Sever (2003), the story text should address students in terms of
age, interest and need, and students’ imaginary and emotion world should be in harmony with the content pattern of texts. Since such learning environments shall be more sincere and familiar for the students, learning shall be realized in an easier way.

Teaching science is always based on reasoning, experimental and analytical thinking. Since students usually see science lessons as boring and difficult to understand, there is a risk that their interest in learning science and their creativity may gradually decrease. Stories can be used to teach science in order to prevent this. However, story and storytelling are not used extensively in science lessons (Rose, 2017). The science pre-service teachers participating in the research have stated that in their career, they will apply teaching with stories in science courses, make their students write stories, this will contribute to development of their imaginations, the complex subjects will be simplified by way using imaginations through stories, and the courses will become more understandable. It is an important requirement for the individuals to make attempts to reveal and develop their creativity power, so that our country can have a place among the developed countries. For this reason, the constructivist approach, in which the activities revealing creativ-

The human brain is believed to store the information presented in a story format longer than when given as a list of unrelated facts (Haven, 2000; Weaver, 1994). The stories are very important tools, which try to make information meaningful, and are made up of associated and consistent information (Millar & Osborne, 1998). Under the “better understanding and catchy” theme, the pre-service teachers have stated that students shall understand the concepts and subjects better in the courses conducted using stories and things learned through this method shall be more memorable. In their papers, Demircioğlu et al. (2006) have stated that the chemical stories increase students’ willingness towards learning and realize meaningful learning. In another research, It has been concluded that the stories develop problem-solving abilities and imagination of the individuals and support their creativity, affect their language and social development in a positive way, and also explaining a complex event with stories shall activate emotions of the individuals in their fantastic worlds and realize meaningful learning (Turgut and Kışla, 2015). As the students discover things through the story creation method, they better understand the concepts, and their learning environments are more sincere and familiar for the students. Ritchie, Rigano and Duane (2008) created a story titled “ecological mystery” together with fourth grade students and teachers in their research. They reached the conclusion that the support the students received from their teachers when creating the story helped them to understand and learn the science concept better which led to permanent learning. Going ahead from this point of view, it can be said that storyifying is used as an effective and permanent teaching method. In the same way, many studies indicate that meaningful and permanent learning shall be ensured thanks to learning with stories (Banister & Ryan, 2001; Fensham, 2001). Again, a research by Ramsden (1997) found that learning activities using explanatory tools when teaching topics such as chemical changes and conservation of mass in chemical reactions contributed significantly to learning.

Under the “interesting” for them, the pre-service teachers have stated that the story creation method has made positive contributions for them. They have stated that their teaching abilities have increased, and conceptual organization, effective communication, expression uniformity, and most importantly, attraction getting abilities have developed. They have also stated that interest of students to the course shall increase thanks to stories. An important advantage of the stories is that the students can become parts of a story as an actor or they help telling a story. In this respect, the stories can increase interest of the students, especially those with low motivation (Barry et al., 2005). Being the oldest
tool of communication, story-telling can make the information, events and learning related to science more enjoyable and desirable by contributing to science.

It is important to simplify the meaningful ways of transferring knowledge to the children, who are especially in the concrete procedures period. It is one of the most important duties of teachers within this process to concretize a course in which abstract concepts are taught, to use the knowledge learned by the students with stories and associate them with the daily life, to develop enjoyable learning environments while teaching and applying by getting away from the traditional teaching understanding (Sahin, 1998; Üstünoğlu, 1990). The students included in the 9-12 age group can comprehend ideas through symbols, and learn the basic abstract concepts, whose contents they cannot fully understand, only with the help of concrete concepts (Erden & Akman, 2005). Stories can be used to explain abstract ideas and concepts. Abstract concepts are the most effective tools in making stories meaningful. (Wells, 1987)

In the statements of the pre-service teachers specified under the “abstract-to-concrete” theme, it has been emphasized that the problems shall be concretized by using stories in teaching abstract concepts and that in this way, the students shall have a more effective and memorable learning in a more entertaining and fascinating course environment. The results specified under the “abstract-to-concrete”, in our research resemble with the results of another research carried out on the use of stories in medical education. According to the research, when the knowledge provided during medical education is not associated with the daily life events, it has been observed that the students, who have received this education, often memorize this knowledge only for the exam and it turns it into abstract concepts being forgotten after the exam (Yakınçi, Almiş, & Kavruk, 2012). It has been concluded that the knowledge can be concretized by applying to the simplifying and mnemonic methods, and during this process, the story texts have such characteristics that motivate and increase the learning desire. Science, especially chemistry, is seen as a difficult discipline to be hardly understood by students as it contains very abstract ideas. For this reason, it can be thought that the use of storifying in science teaching can be effective. Banister and Ryan (2001) reported that there was an increasing concern in expanding the ways of teaching science to children and conducted a research about the use of stories to improve children’s ideas about water cycle and found that children remembered information longer when they learned through stories.

Under the theme of “associating with the daily life”, the pre-service teachers have emphasized that the subjects are associated with the daily life through teaching with stories, and they constitute a bridge between theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge, and consequently, these concepts and subjects become more understandable and interesting. They have pointed out that associating with the daily life shall make positive contributions to learning, and it shall develop students’ knowledge and abilities. Bostrom (as cited in Avraamidoue Osborne, 2009) reported that stories created by students and teachers made lessons in the schools more meaningful for students. It is easier for the people who have strong social skills to connect science to the real world. Studies demonstrate that stories support language development but also can have a positive effect on social development of children (Isbell, Lindauer, Lowrance & Sobol, 2000; Morris, Taylor & Wilson, 2000).

One of the most important aims of education and training is to ensure that the students inquire knowledge with a critical point of view, integrate it with their own lives, and bring the students up as scientific literates with high scientific thinking power. The use of stories in science education is among the methods in which the students can actively participate, which explains any science they see around them, and increases their interests towards science (Demircioğlu, Demircioğlu, & Ayas, 2006). It is important to use the stories in the courses so that the students can interpret the events they encounter in their daily lives in order to contribute to the excitement of solving the problems (Demircioğlu, Demircioğlu, & Ayas, 2006; Pekmezci, 2014; Türkmen & Ünver, 2012).

Conclusions

When all the results obtained under these themes are evaluated in a holistic way, it is seen that the views of the science pre-service teachers on the use of the stories created as part of organic chemistry courses in science courses are positive. Teachers candidates also reported that they would use stories when teaching science. It has been concluded that teaching science with stories shall contribute to the knowledge and abilities of both teachers and students, and consequently, the science courses shall be more entertaining, enjoyable and interesting. In addition, it has been understood from the statements of teacher candidates that creativity of students shall develop in the story composition process, their imagination shall increase, they shall configure their knowledge associating them with the daily life, meaningful learning shall be ensured by concretizing mostly abstract science subjects and concepts through stories, and a learning environment to ensure memorability of knowledge shall be prepared.

Pre-service teachers had prejudice about and did not like writing stories and even thought themselves as incapable
before they started to write stories. However, it was observed that they realised their creativity and imagination skills through divergent thinking in the story creation process; they could connect stories to real life experiences and enjoyed writing stories and that the whole story writing process was an effective and fun experience for them.

As a result of the study, it is seen that the use of the stories in science teaching will lead to an effective learning of science. The stories describe the real parts of human life or an event that people have associated with their lives. Thus, the creation of science stories by associating the universal tools of the stories with the universal nature of science is an effective method that can be used in science teaching in almost all countries. Since the stories are related basically to everyday life, the fact that science subjects can also be associated with the daily life is a method that teachers and students can prefer in science education. Since scientific teaching is fun and provides memorability through the stories, it is thought that the learning with stories is an effective tool to structure and use the science subjects by the students, and it is possible to use them in every country and culture because of their characteristics. For this reason, it is also important that the stories are included in the science education in order to create an environment, where the students can use their creativity and imagination in the science courses. Especially, it will be useful for both the teacher candidates and science education students that, in the future, the teacher candidates, who will take the science courses, will be able to improve themselves, when they start teaching.
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